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Starting September 10 at PalaisPopulaire, Deutsche Bank is
launching a new series of online and live talks with international
artists from its collection, including Cao Fei, Axel Hütte, and
Andreas Mühe
On the occasion of the exhibition Time Present – Photography from the Deutsche
Bank Collection at Berlin’s PalaisPopulaire, Deutsche Bank is launching the new
talk series Deutsche Bank Collection Live – Meet the Artist starting September 10,
2020. The focus is on international artists from the corporate collection, who will
discuss their work with art experts from the bank. Particularly in times when
access to exhibitions featuring works from the Deutsche Bank Collection is limited,
Deutsche Bank Collection Live – Meet the Artist creates a lively and direct access
to contemporary art, its themes and discourses.
The talks, which take place both online and in the context of live events, offer
participants the opportunity to engage in personal exchange with the artists from
the collection. The new talk series will be continued on a permanent basis in the
future and will accompany not only the exhibitions at the PalaisPopulaire, but
Deutsche Bank’s entire global art activities.
Deutsche Bank Collection Live - Meet the Artist kicks off in the context of Berlin Art
Week on September 10 at 6 pm with an online conversation between the Berlin
photographer Andreas Mühe and Friedhelm Hütte, the head of the Deutsche Bank
Collection. Mühe, whose work revolves around subjects from twentieth-century
German history and his own family, is one of Germany’s most prominent art
photographers. Axel Hütte follows on September 11 at 6 pm. Hütte is a
representative of the so-called Düsseldorf School, which revolutionized the
international photo scene in the 1990s. On the same day, at 11 am, Britta Färber,
Chief Curator of the Deutsche Bank Collection, speaks with Cao Fei, one of the
most important contemporary Chinese artists. Her film Whose Utopia? will be
shown in the Atelier of PalaisPopulaire during Berlin Art Week.
Cao Fei is represented with her photo series of the same name in the current
exhibition Time Present. For this series and the film, she accompanied the workers
at a light bulb factory in the Pearl River Delta for over half a year. In workshops,
she spoke with them about their wishes regarding the future and asked them to act
out these ideas in performances at their workplace.
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Other guests at the talks in the coming months will include Tokihiro Sato, Adrian
Paci, Andrea Galvani, Martin Liebscher (live), Anett Stuth (live), and Mathilde ter
Heijne (live). Some of the talks will be held as part of the European Month of
Photography (EMOP) and all of the live events will also be streamed online.
The entire digital program is available on the PalaisPopulaire’s website at
#PalaisPopulaireForYou, including talks and guided tours of the current
exhibitions, as well as readings and workshops for children and young people.
Deutsche Bank Collection Live at a glance
September 10, 6 pm
September 11, 11 am
September 11, 6 pm
October 2, 11 am
October 14, 7 pm
October 21, 7 pm
October 23, 6 pm
October 28, 6 pm
November 26, 7 pm

Meet Andreas Mühe, digital
Meet Cao Fei, digital
Meet Axel Hütte, digital
Meet Tokihiro Sato, digital
Meet Adrian Paci, digital
Meet Andrea Galvani, digital
Meet Martin Liebscher, on site and digital
Meet Anett Stuth, on site and digital
Meet Mathilde ter Heijne, on site and digital

PalaisPopulaire
Unter den Linden 5
10117 Berlin
Daily except Tuesday, 11 am – 6 pm, Thursday until 9 pm
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